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Course overview
Welcome to Introduction to
Android
This course will enable you with basic computing skills to develop
mobile applications with Android operating system. Fundamental
concepts of Android, theoretical and practical knowledge to develop an
app incorporating multimedia and security, and performance issues of
Android are discussed here. At the end of this course, you should be able
to design and develop a mobile app to solve a real world problem using
Android.

Video V-0: Introduction to Android
A series of videos have been developed as supporting materials for the
lessons given in this book. This video, ‘Course Overview’, gives a
general introduction to this series of videos produced. You can view this
at URL: https://tinyurl.com/ycsrmtho

Introduction to Android —is this
course for you?
This course is intended for people who aspire to become mobile
application developers using Android operating system..
You should have basic ICT skills to use a computer and knowledge of a
programming language such as Java to become a competent programmer
in Android..
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Course objectives
The objectives of this course are:
▪ to introduce learners to basic concepts in Android
▪ to enable learners design mobile applications using fundametal
concepts in Android
Objectives

▪ to enable learner to acquire skills in programming with Android
▪ to introduce learners to performance and security issues that arise
when developing mobile applications

Course outcomes
Upon completion of Introduction to Android you will be able to:
▪ explain the functionality of components in Android operating system
and how the states of an Android activity change when running an
Android mobile application
Outcomes

▪ identify the components and structures of Android development
environment and explain how and when to apply these components to
develop a working application
▪ design Android mobile applications using an Android development
environment with existing mobile device features
▪ develop Android mobile applications using an Android development
environment with existing mobile device features and deploy in
Android market
▪ analyse the limitations of a mobile application for a given range of
mobile devices
▪ use different testing tools and techniques to inspect and debug an
Android mobile application
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Study skills
As an adult learner your approach to learning will be different to that
from your school days: you will choose what you want to study, you will
have professional and/or personal motivation for doing so and you will
most likely be fitting your study activities around other professional or
domestic responsibilities.
Essentially you will be taking control of your learning environment. As a
consequence, you will need to consider performance issues related to
time management, goal setting, stress management, etc. Perhaps you will
also need to reacquaint yourself in areas such as essay planning, coping
with exams and using the web as a learning resource.
Your most significant considerations will be time and space i.e. the time
you dedicate to your learning and the environment in which you engage
in that learning.
We recommend that you take time now—before starting your selfstudy—to familiarize yourself with these issues. There are a number of
excellent resources on the web. A few suggested links are:
▪ http://www.how-to-study.com/
The “How to study” web site is dedicated to study skills resources.
▪ http://www.howtostudy.org/resources.php
Another “How to study” web site with useful links to time
management, efficient reading, questioning/listening/observing skills,
getting the most out of doing (“hands-on” learning), memory building,
tips for staying motivated, developing a learning plan.
The above links are our suggestions to start you on your way. At the time
of writing these web links were active. If you want to look for more go to
www.google.com and type “self-study basics”, “self-study tips”, “selfstudy skills” or similar.

Need help?

Help
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This course is offered by the Department of Electrical and Computer
Engineering of The Open University of Sri Lanka for registered students.
If you need help regarding this course and if you are a registered student
at OUSL, please contact:
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Unit 1
Introduction to Android
Introduction
The purpose of this study unit is to give you the first glimpse of the
popular Android operating system for mobile devices and tablets. It is
designed to empower mobile software developers to write innovative
mobile applications. First part of this unit looks at the version history of
the Android mobile operating system. Hence, you will be able to
compare different mobile operating systems with unique features of
Android.
The next part of the unit will help you to identify the devices that run
Android as the Operating System with its open and customizable nature.
Furthermore, at the end of this unit, you would be able to have an idea
about the available categories of applications in Google Play.
One video material will be provided with this unit and you are expected
to watch this and complete the relevant activities.
Upon completion of this unit you should be able to:
▪ describe how versioning and naming of Android Operating Systems
has evolved.
▪ explain the unique features of Android OS comparing to existing
mobile Operating Systems.
Outcomes

▪ identify the devices that run Android as the Operating System.
▪ identify the types of applications run on top of Android devices.

Terminology

IDE:

Integrated Development Enviornment to write,
compile and and execute programs

app:

mobile application software

API:

Application Program Interface is a set of
protocols and tools for building software

Kernel

essential core of an operating system
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1.1 Android as a popular mobile platform
Android is an open-source operating system for mobile devices such as
smart phones, smart watches, tablets, and other Android enabled
platforms including Android TV and Android Auto. Android Auto is a
smartphone projection standard developed by Google to allow mobile
devices running the Android operating system (version 5.0 "Lollipop" and
later) to be operated in automobiles through the dashboard's head
unit. Android is a Linux based operating system.
“Android is the first truly open and comprehensive platform for
mobile devices. It includes an operating system, user-interface and
applications - all of the software to run a mobile phone, but without
the proprietary obstacles that have hindered mobile innovation.”

-By Andy Rubin (Founder of Android Inc.)
In other words, Android can be defined as a system that includes an open
source operating system, an open source development platform and
devices that run the operating system and applications created for it.
In the next section, we will be discussing about the popularity of Android
OS among people.

Rapid innovation
Android is continuously pushing the boundaries of hardware and software
forward, to bring new capabilities to users and developers. For developers
like you, the rapid evolution of Android technology lets you stay in front
with powerful, differentiated applications.
Android gives you access to the latest technologies and innovations
across a multitude of device form factors, chipset architectures, and price
points. If you are not familiar with the terms, a form factor is the size,
configuration, or physical arrangement of the device and a price point is a
point on a scale of possible prices at which something might be marketed.
The range of features further includes multicore processing and highperformance graphics, state of the art sensors, vibrant touch-screens, and
emerging mobile technologies.

Powerful development framework
Android facilitate you with everything you need to build best-in-class app
experiences. It gives you a single application model that lets you deploy
your apps broadly to hundreds of millions of users across a wide range of
devices from phones to tablets and beyond.
Android also gives you tools for creating apps while taking advantage of
the hardware capabilities available on each device. It automatically adapts
your User Interface (UI) to look its best on each device, and gives you
control over UI on different device types. This is further discussed later in
this material.
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For example, you can create a single app binary that's optimized for both
phone and tablet form factors. What is a single app binary and how a
single app binary can be deployed is discussed in a later unit of this
material. Android allows you to declare your UI in lightweight sets of
Extensible Markup Language (XML) resources, one set for parts of the
UI that are common to all form factors and other sets for optimizations
specific to phones or tablets. How UI designing is done is further
explained in a later unit of this material. At runtime, Android applies the
correct resource sets based on its screen size, density, locale, and so on.
To help you develop efficiently, the Android Developer Tools offer a full
Java Integrated development environment (IDE) with advanced features
for developing, debugging, and packaging Android apps. Using the IDE,
you can develop on any available Android device or create virtual devices
that emulate any hardware configuration.

Video V-1: Course Overview
You may watch the video on “course overview” before moving
further and answer the questions in Activity 1.1.
URL: https://tinyurl.com/ydhf7mf6

Activity
Activity 1.1
Check the Android version, i.e. Kernel version, in an Android phone.
What are the other devices you have seen having Android operating
system?

1.2 History of Android
In October, 2003, four computer experts, Andy Rubin, Nick Sears, Rich
Miner and Chris White founded a software development organization
Android Inc. in Palo Alto, California, USA. They wanted to make a Linux
based operating system that can work on digital cameras which can
connect with computers. However, this plan was not as successful as they
thought, so they focused on smart phones.
In August, 2005, Google purchased the Android Inc. and became the
13
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proprietor of the company. In November, 2007, Google disclosed a
consortium of different mobile technology providers named Open
Handset Alliance (OHA) that includes mobile hardware manufacturers
(HTC, Motorola etc.), chipset manufacturers (Qualcomm, Texas
Instruments etc.), and telecommunication service providers (T-Mobile
etc.). There were 34 different companies in OHA consortium that agreed
to provide a mobile device which does not belongs to a single company as
iPhone from Apple. But for couple of years Google could not bring any
mobile under the OHA consortium. In October, 2008, HTC brought first
smart phone “HTC Dream” in the market which was commercially
available. At the time when the first version of the Android was unveiled,
only 35 Android apps were accessible. But today, millions of Android
applications are available in the market.
Android has been released in many versions since its inception. Before
commercialization, many internal alpha versions were released on the
name of fictional robots (like Astro Boy, Bender, R2-D2 etc.). On
November 5, 2007 Google released first beta version of Android whose
Software Development Kit (SDK) was released on November 12, 2007.
Since then, November 5th is considered as Android’s Birthday.

Version History
All versions of Android are released under a confectionary or sweet
theme; i.e. names of the Android versions are the name of confectionary
product in alphabetic order. It started with Android 1.5 "Cupcake";
versions 1.0 and 1.1 (API version 1 and 2) and they were not released
under explicit code names.
API level is mainly the Android version used as an alternative to the
Android version name (e.g. 3.0, 4.0, 4.4, etc.) where integer numbers are
applied. This number keeps on increasing with each version, for e.g.
Android 1.5 is API Level 3; Android 1.6 is API Level 4, and so on.
Figure 1.1 shows the details of evolution of Android with product name,
version name, release date and API level. The video V-2 Evolution of
Android will also take you through the different phases of Android in an
interesting manner.

Video V-2: Evolution of Android
Let us watch the vide on “Evolution of Android” before moving
further and answer the questions in Activity 1.2.
URL: https://tinyurl.com/ydhf7mf6
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Figure 1.1: Android Version Evolution
(Source: Graphic Era Hill University, Dehradun, India. 2016, CC BY 4.0)
With their main features, different versions of Android are summarized in
the following Table 1.1. You need not to worry if you are not familiar
with the terms given under features. You can refer this table while
reading the remaining units of this material as when required.
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Table 1.1: Version history of Android
Version
Name
1. API
Level 1

API
Level 2

2. Cupcake

Features
This was the first commercial version of Android
implemented on the mobile device HTC Dream. There
were many features such as Android Market, Web
Browser, Digital Camera, Gmail, Google Maps,
Google Search, Google Talk, Voice Dialer, Google
Contacts, Google Calendar, Media Player, Wi-Fi and
Bluetooth support.
This version was internally known as “Petite Four”.
This version resolved many bugs of the previous
version and added additional features like saving
attachment in messages, show and hide dial pad etc.
This was the first version whose code name was on
the name of a bakery product. Cupcake was based on
Linux Kernel 2.6.27. It had the features like third
party virtual keyboard, screen widgets, copy and paste
in the browser, autorotation, upload facility on
YouTube and Picasa, auto pairing for Bluetooth, video
recording and playback in 3GP and MPEG-4 formats.
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3. Donut

This version was based on Linux kernel 2.6.29. Donut
was having the capability of speech and gesture
support, selecting the multiple photos for deletion,
support for WVGA screen resolution, etc.

4. Éclair

First version of Eclair (API Level 5) was having
features like Microsoft Exchange email support,
Bluetooth 2.1, HTML5, Google Map 3.1.2, Live
wallpapers, optimized hardware speed, support for
more resolutions, double tap zoom, camera features
like flash support, digital zoom, white balance, colour
effect, etc.

5. Froyo

It was based on Linux kernel 2.6.32. and was having
the features like JIT compilation, Android Cloud to
Device Messaging (C2DM), push notification, USB
tethering and Wi-Fi hotspot, support for
alphanumeric passwords, installing apps in external
memory, Adobe Flash support. It is also known as
“Frozen Yogurt”.
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6. GingerBread

It was based on Linux kernel 2.6.35. First version of
Gingerbread (API Level 9) was having updated user
interface, support for WXGA resolution, NFC and
native code development; new download manager,
concurrent garbage collection, native support for new
sensors like Gyroscope and Barometer, etc.

7. Honeycomb

It was the first tablet oriented Android update based
on Linux kernel 2.6.36. “Motorola Xoom” tablet was
the first device to run this update. This version was
having the features like holographic interface, System
Bar, Action Bar, soft navigation button at the bottom
of the screen, two pane contact and email UI, support
for multi-core processors, encryption of all user data,
etc. Second and third versions of Honeycomb were
Android 3.1 (API Level 12) and Android 3.2 (API
Level 13) with some bug fixes and enhancements.

8. Ice Cream
Sandwich

It was based on Linux kernel 3.0.1. It was the last
version that was supporting Adobe Flash Player. First
version of Ice Cream Sandwich (API Level 14) was
having the features like accessing app from lock
screen, real time speech to text dictation, face unlock,
built-in photo editor, Wi-Fi Direct, shut down app by
swipe from recent menu, integrated screenshot
capture, etc.

9. Jelly Bean

First version of Jelly Bean (API Level 16) was based
on Linux kernel 3.0.31. It was having “Buttery
Smooth” UI and other advancements. Second version
of Jelly Bean was Android 4.2 – 4.2.2 (API Level 17).
It was based on Linux kernel 3.4.0 and with some
features like Group Messaging etc. Third version of
Jelly Bean was Android 4.3 – 4.3.1(API Level 18)
with some features like 4K resolution support, native
emoji support, Dial pad auto complete, etc.
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10. Kitkat

First version of Kitkat was Android 4.4 - 4.4.4(API
Level 19). This was based on Linux kernel 3.10.
This was optimized for larger range of devices than
previous versions. Recommended RAM for Kitkat is
512 MB but it can run on minimum 340 MB of
RAM. It was having different advanced features
such as public API for developing text messaging
clients; disable access to battery by third party, very
elegant UI and much more. Second version of Kitkat
was Android 4.4W (API Level 20) which was
designed for wearable extensions like smart watch.

11. Lollipop

First version of Lollipop was Android 5.0-5.0.2 (API
Level 21). It was based on Linux kernel 3.16.1 and
built around material design under project Volta to
improve the battery life. It supports 64 bit CPU,
trace based Just in Time(JIT) compilation, refreshed
lock screen and notification tray; third party apps
can modify the external storage; recently used apps
remembered after restarting the device; audio I/O
through USB, smart lock features and HD voice
calls. Second version of Lollipop was Android 5.1
(API Level 22) with official support for multiple
SIM cards, high definition voice calls, replicate the
silent mode which was removed in API Level 21,
native Wi-Fi calling etc.

12. Marshmallow Marshmallow is based on Linux kernel 3.18.10. It is
released under the code name Android M. This is the
latest updated version of Android which is having
the features like native figure print reader, App
standby feature, Doze mode, Now on Tap feature,
USB Type-C support, MIDI support, 184 new emoji
etc
13. Nougat

The latest version of Android with system behaviors
to save battery and memory. It brings new features
for performance, productivity and security.
There are several advantages such as multi-window
UI, direct reply notifications etc.

Activity
Activity 1.2
Write the Android version name corresponding to following distinct
features of different versions.
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1. First version whose name was on the name of a bakery product.
2. First version having the capability of speech and gesture support.
3. First version that is having USB tethering and Wi-Fi hotspot.
4. This version can work on 340 MB RAM.
5. This version is built around the API level 5.
6. This version enables multi-window UI.
In the next section we will be discussing the features of Android.

1.3 Features of Android
Android is a powerful operating system with many supporting features for
mobile application developers. Few of them are listed below in Table 1.2.

Table 1.2: Features of Android

Feature

Description

UI

Android provides a variety of pre-built UI components
such as structured layout objects and UI controls to build
the graphical user interface for your app. Android also
provides other UI modules for special interfaces such as
dialogs, notifications, and menus with its own unique
effects and animations.

Connectivity

Android supports connectivity technologies including for
Wide Area Networks (WAN) like GSM, 3G, 4G and
CDMA. Also it is supporting for Wi-Fi and Ethernet as
Local Area Network (LAN) technologies. Apart from
that Android has support for Bluetooth as a Personal
Area Network (PAN). Also newer versions support for
Near Field Communication (NFC).
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Storage

Android provides several options for you to save
persistent application data. The solution you choose
depends on your specific needs, such as whether the data
should be private to your application or accessible to
other applications (and the user) and how much space
your data requires.
Your data storage options are the following: Shared
Preferences, Internal Storage, External Storage, SQLite
Databases, Network Connection, Cloud storage

Media
support

Media format support built into the Android platform.
Audio - MP3, MIDI
Images – JPEG, GIF, PNG, BMP
Video - MPEG-4 SP
(More media format support built into the Android
platform will be discussed in future units)
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Feature

Description

Messaging

Short Message Service (SMS) and Multimedia
Messaging Service (MMS). Google Cloud Messaging
(GCM) is also a part of Android Push Messaging
services.

Web
browser

The web browser available in Android is based on the
open-source Blink (previously WebKit) layout engine,
coupled with Chrome's V8 JavaScript engine. It supports
both Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML5) and
Cascading Style Sheets (CSS3).

Multi-touch

A multi-touch gesture is when multiple pointers (fingers)
touch the screen at the same time. Android has native
support for multi-touch.

Multitasking

Multitasking — running multiple tasks simultaneously.
When an activity has been launched, the user can go to
Home and launch a second activity without destroying
the first activity. User can jump from one task to another
and same time various applications can run

Introduction to Android

simultaneously.

Resizable
widgets

App Widgets are miniature application views that can be
embedded in other applications (such as the Home
screen) and receive periodic updates. These views are
referred to as Widgets in the user interface, and you can
publish one with an App Widget provider.
Resizing allows users to adjust the height and/or the
width of a widget within the constraints of the home
panel placement grid. You can decide if your widget is
freely resizable or if it is constrained to horizontal or
vertical size changes.

MultiLanguage

It is always a good idea to make the app localized and
Android supports multiple languages.

Android
Beam

Android Beam is a device-to-device data transfer tool
that uses NFC and Bluetooth to send photos, videos,
contact information, links to webpages, navigate
directions and more from one device to another just by
bumping them together. Android framework APIs
supports these features.

Next, we will be comparing Android with other existing mobile operating
systems.

1.4 Comparison of mobile Operating systems
Google's Android, Apple's iOS, Microsoft’s Windows and BlackBerry
Ltd’s Blackberry are operating systems used primarily in mobile devices,
such as smartphones and tablets. The popular mobile operating systems
are very similar in some ways. Every OS supports some kind of mobile
device management, but the way each OS supports is different and one of
the unique features of Android is its source model. Android has its unique
features when comparing with proprietary mobile operating systems.
Table 1.3 shows a comparison of Android with one of the proprietary
operating system, iOS.
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Table 1.3: Comparison of mobile operating systems

Android
Developer

Open Handset Alliance

Apple Inc.

Initial release

September 23, 2008

July 29, 2007

Source model

Open source

Closed, with open
source components.

Available on

Many phones and tablets,
LG, HTC, Samsung, Sony,
Motorola, Nexus, Google
Glasses

iPod Touch, iPhone,
iPad, Apple TV

Messaging

Google Hangouts

iMessage

App store

Google Play

Apple app store

Video chat

Google Hangouts

Facetime

OS family

Linux

Unix-like, based on
Darwin

C, C++, Java

C, C++, Objective-C,
Swift

Google Chrome

Mobile Safari

Yes

Siri

Android 6.0.1
(Marshmallow), (October
2015)

9.3 (March 21, 2016)

Programmed in

Internet
browsing
Voice commands
Latest stable
release
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Android
Device
manufacturer

iOS

Google, LG, Samsung,
HTC, Sony, ASUS,
Motorola, and many more

Apple Inc

1.5 Devices that run Android as the Operating System
Android occupies a large section of the global mobile market.
Here is a list of devices, which already run Android.
•
•
•

•

Watches
Smart glasses
Home Appliances –
E.g.: Refrigerators,
washing machines,
oven
Cars

•
•
•
•
•

Cameras
Smart TVs
Game consoles
Home automation
systems
Robots

Activity
Activity 1.3
Give reasons for Android operating system becoming very popular.

1.6 Categories of Android applications
Google Play is the premier marketplace for selling and distributing
Android apps. When you publish an app on Google Play, you reach the
huge installed base of Android.
Using the Google Play Developer Console, you can choose a category for
your apps. Users can browse for apps by category using a computer
(play.google.com) and the Play Store app.
There are many Android applications in the market. Some of the top
categories are:
•
•

Music
Multimedia

•
•

News
Sports
23
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•
•
•

Travel
Weather
Books

•
•

Finance
Social Media

Unit summary
The objective of this unit is to introduce Android and its capabilities. In
the first part of this unit, we discussed about the history of Android with
the names of the various versions of the Android Operating System (OS).
Then we discussed the features provided by Android to create mobile
applications and compared different operating systems available for
mobile devices. Android is a powerful Operating System that supports
many applications in Smart Phones.

Reference
https://developer.android.com/about/android.html (CC-BY)
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UNIT-02

Android Architecture
Learning Objective
After the completion of this unit you should be able to know:1) Know about the Android Architecture
2) Different layers of Android Architecture
3) Types of Mobile Applications and its Comparisons
4)Applications Fundamentals
Structures
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Unit 2
Android Architecture
Introduction
This unit gives you an overview of the basic internal architecture of
Android. The first part of this unit focuses on the Android architecture
and the application framework, which developers can leverage in
developing Android applications. Later it discusses different types of
mobile applications with their pros and cons. This unit has one video that
you need to watch and three activities to complete.
Upon completion of this unit you should be able to:
▪ illustrate the components of Android Operating System.
▪ differentiate mobile application development.
▪ identify the components provided by the application framework.
Outcomes

Linux:

Name of the operating system that Android is built
on

Dalvik:

Runtime and Virtual Machine used by the Android
system for running Android applications

Native app:

apps that are fully programmed in the development
environment specific to each operating system

ART:

(Android Run Time ) is the successor of Dalvik
and used in latest versions of Android

Terminology

2.1 Android Architecture
The architecture of an Android system is a collection of different layers.
Each layer has a specific role and set of functionality. Each layer provides
the functionality to the layer above it.
As you can see in the Figure 2.1 that Android Architecture (also called
26
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Software Stack) has the following layers:
•

Linux Kernel

•

Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL)

•

Native Libraries

•

Android Run Time

•

Android Application Framework

•

Application Layer

Figure 2.1: Android System Architecture
(Source: https://source.android.com/source/index.html)

Let us discuss each layer one by one.

Linux Kernel
Android is designed on the top of Linux Kernel which is an open source
operating system as explained in the previous unit.
Basic services like process management, memory management, security
management, power management and providing hardware driver for
different devices (like Bluetooth, WI-FI, Camera etc.) are managed by
Linux Kernel as in Figure 2.2.
27
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Figure 2.2: Linux kernel
(Source: http://androidfulcrum.blogspot.com/2014/02/what-is-androidarchitecture.html)
Linux Kernel never really interacts with the users and developers, but is
at the heart of the whole system. Its importance stems from the fact that it
provides the following functions in the Android system:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hardware abstraction
Memory management programs
Security settings
Power management software
Other hardware drivers (Drivers are programs that control
hardware devices.)
Support for shared libraries
Network stack

In this section we have learned how Linux is involved with Android.
Now you need to complete the given activity before reading further in
this unit.

Activity
Activity 2.1
Explain the role of Linux Kernel in Android

Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL)
The Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL) provides an interface for
hardware vendors to define and implement the drivers for specific
hardware without affecting lower level features. HAL implementations
are packaged into modules, you will find these as files with .so extension
and loaded by the Android system at the appropriate time. Figure 2.3
shows the components of Hardware abstraction layer (HAL).
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Figure 2.3: Hardware abstraction layer (HAL) components
(Source: https://source.android.com/source/index.html)

Native Libraries
Native libraries run over the HAL and it consist various C / C++ library
like libc. It also includes following standard libraries:
•
•
•
•

•

Secure Sockets Layer (SSL): It is responsible for Internet
security.
Graphics Library: OpenGL and SGL used to create 2D and
3D graphics.
WebKit: It is open source web browser engine that gives the
functionality to render the web content.
SQLite: This is an open source relational database
management system which is designed to be embedded in
Android devices.
Media Library: These libraries are used to play the
audio/video media etc.

The following Figure 2.4 shows the Android library layer and its
components.

Figure 2.4: Android Libraries Layer
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(Source: http://androidfulcrum.blogspot.com/2014/02/what-is-androidarchitecture.html)
Libraries carry a set of instructions to guide the device in handling
different types of data. For instance, the playback and recording of
various audio and video formats is guided by the Media Framework
Library. This layer enables the device to handle different types of data
with the use of these libraries.

Dalvik Virtual Machine (DVM)
It is a modified Java virtual machine (JVM) which is introduced for low
end devices to run application objects efficiently. It is a register based
virtual machine that is optimized to run multiple objects efficiently. It
depends on the Linux kernel for efficiently execute the instances because
memory management and thread management is part of the Linux kernel.
DVM executes the Dalvik Executable Code (.dex), which is optimized to
take least memory and processing resources.

Android Run Time
Android Runt time (ART) includes Dalvik Virtual Machine (DVM) and
Core Libraries which help your apps to run on an Android mobile device.

Figure 2.5: Android Runtime
(Source:http://androidfulcrum.blogspot.com/2014/02/what-is-androidarchitecture.html)
ART is the successor of Dalvik Virtual machine. ART is the managed
runtime system that helps to run applications and system services. ART
and its predecessor Dalvik were originally created specifically for the
Android project. ART is compatible with DVM, so it helps to run Dalvik
Executable codes. For devices running Android version 5.0 (API level
21) or higher, each app runs in its own process and with its own instance
of the Android Runtime (ART)ART has the following features:
•
•
•

Ahead-of-time (AOT) compilation
Improved garbage collection
Improvements in development and debugging
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Core Libraries
Core libraries are the collection of Android specific core java libraries.
You will be using these libraries when writing your Android applications
in later units.

Video V3: Android Architecture
What you have read upto now regarding Android Architecture is
presented in this video. After watching the video you may attempt
bActivity 2.2.
URL:

https://tinyurl.com/ya7t24et

Activity
Activity 2.2
Describe the use of Dalvik Virtual Machine and Android Runtime in
Android operating systems.

Android Application Framework
Application framework contains the classes used to create an Android
application. This behaves as an abstraction layer for hardware access. It
also manages application resources and user interface. Content provider,
activity manager, fragment manager, telephony manager, location
manager, package manager, notification manager and view system are the
parts of Android Application Framework.

Application Layer
Figure 2.6 shows the application layer which is the top layer of Android
architecture. Every application (e.g. Contacts, Browsers, etc.), whether it
is a native application or a third party application, runs in Application
layer. Preinstalled applications provided by the vendors are called native
apps and applications developed by another developer are called third
party applications. In application layer, third party apps can replace the
native apps. This is the beauty of Android.
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Figure 2.6: Android application layer
(Source: http://androidfulcrum.blogspot.com/2014/02/what-is-androidarchitecture.html)

2.2 Types of mobile applications
It is obvious that mobile technologies have been evolving rapidly in
recent years, with a huge amount of creativity on mobile application
development. As a result, there are more prominent needs than at any
other time for a mobile application client platform which can not only
deliver mobile-optimized user experience, but also support the
increasingly complex business logic that the application must support.
It is important to consider various factors related to the purpose of the
developing the app when deciding between which types of app you
should build. Therefore, it is important to check your current priorities
and where you want to be in the future before selecting the app. The
quality of the user experience you need your app to have, the complexity
of the features you need for your app to work and the budget, helps you
choose which approach is best.
Today, we often speak of three types of mobile applications according to
how they are developed: native, web and hybrid. Further explanations on
these types are given below.

Native apps
Those that are fully programmed in the development environment
specific to each operating system.
Native applications can leverage the full array of features and functions
available through the mobile device’s core operating system. Generally,
they are faster and offer a significantly usable interface than the others.
Advantages:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Smooth performance
Good user experience
App icon available on the device
Can receive push notifications
Runs inside the operating system
Can use the platform APIs
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Disadvantages:
•
•
•

Developers need to know each of the platforms languages
Source code only works on the targeted platform
Slower to market due to multiple source codes

Web apps
Fully developed in HTML 5, Mobile Web apps offer an attractive option
for companies that do not want to invest in building native applications
across four different mobile platforms. Whether getting a new application
up and running or maintaining or updating an existing mobile solution
with Mobile Web Apps is simple and inexpensive. Better yet, HTML5driven mobile Web apps are cross-platform compatible and, more secure
than native applications (given that very little data is stored locally on the
native device.)
Advantages:
•
•
•
•

Cross platform
Single code base
Fast to production
Lower development cost

Disadvantages:
•
•
•
•
•

Sluggish performance
Require loading
Network connection required
Not available in the app stores
Extremely limited API access Lives in the browser

Hybrid apps
Apps developed partly with the native development environment and
partly in WEB language (HTML 5).
Today, technology changes so rapidly that most businesses require
immense flexibility and scalability to adapt content, design and even
application architecture. By deploying applications that rely on a robust
combination of HTML5 Web technologies and native operating system
features, you preserve a large degree of control over the content and
design of the solutions we build for mobile platforms.
Many companies find that this hybrid development process empowers
them to perform fast, easy, on-demand updates, without losing the
inherent advantages that come from hosting a solution in the iTunes Apps
Store or the Android Marketplace.
Advantages:
•
•
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•
•
•

Less time for deployment
Available in app store
Has application icon on the device

Disadvantages:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dependent on such as phone gap
Middleware may be slow to update
More bug prone
Some bug fixes need middleware updates
Some bug fixes are outside of your control
Slower performance
More issues from device fragmentation

Each has its positives and negatives that can and should influence the
decision when making a choice for development. Which is most
appropriate will vary based on your particular requirements. The Table
2.1 shows a summary of the features discussed in each type.
Table 2.1: Hybrid vs. Native vs. Mobile Web
Feature
Graphics

Native
Native APIs

App performance
Distribution

Fast
App
Store/Market
Native
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Online and
offline

Native look and feel
Camera
Push Notifications
File upload
Contacts, calendar
Connectivity
Development skills
needed

XML, Java

Geolocation

Yes

HTMAL5
HTML,
Canvas,
SVG
Moderate
Web
Emulated
No
No
Yes
No
Mostly
online
HTML5,
CSS,
Javascript
Yes

Hybrid
HTML,
Canvas, SVG
Moderate
App
Store/Market
Emulated
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Online and
offline
HTML5, CSS,
Javascript
Yes

Activity
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Activity 2.3
Differentiate native, web, and hybrid mobile apps by stating the
advantages, disadvantages and special features.

2.3 Application Fundamentals
Android apps are written in the Java programming language. The
Android SDK tools compile your code along with any data and resource
files into an APK: an Android package, which is an archive file with an
.apk suffix. One APK file contains all the contents of an Android app and
this is the file that Android-powered devices use to install the app.
•
•
•

•
•

Once installed on a device, each Android app lives in its own
security sandbox
The Android operating system is a multi-user Linux system
in which each app is a different user.
By default, the system assigns each app a unique Linux user
ID (the ID is used only by the system and is unknown to the
app). The system sets permissions for all the files in an app
so that only the user ID assigned to that app can access them.
Each process has its own virtual machine (VM), so an app's
code runs in isolation from other apps.
By default, every app runs in its own Linux process. Android
starts the process when any of the app's components need to
be executed, then shuts down the process when it's no longer
needed or when the system must recover memory for other
apps.

In this way, the Android system implements the principle of least
privilege. That is, each app, by default, has access only to the components
that it requires to do its work and no more. This creates a very secure
environment in which an app cannot access parts of the system for which
it is not given permission.
However, there are ways for an app to share data with other apps and for
an app to access system services:
•

•

It's possible to arrange for two apps to share the same Linux
user ID, in which case they are able to access each other's
files. To conserve system resources, apps with the same user
ID can also arrange to run in the same Linux process and
share the same VM (the apps must also be signed with the
same certificate).
An app can request permission to access device data such as
the user's contacts, SMS messages, the mountable storage
(SD card), camera, Bluetooth, and more. The user has to
explicitly grant these permissions.

That covers the basics regarding how an Android app exists within the
system.
The rest of this unit introduces you to:
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•
•
•

The core framework components that define your app.
The manifest file in which you declare components and
required device features for your app.
Resources that are separate from the app code and allow your
app to gracefully optimize its behaviour for a variety of
device configurations.

App components are the essential building blocks of an Android app.
Each component is a different point through which the system can enter
your app.
Not all components are actual entry points for the user and some depend
on each other, but each one exists as its own entity and plays a specific
role—each one is a unique building block that helps define your app's
overall behaviour.
There are four different types of app components. Each type serves a
distinct purpose and has a distinct lifecycle that defines how the
component is created and destroyed. Here are the four types of
application components. These four components are further explained in
unit 5.

Activities
An activity represents a single screen with a user interface. For example,
an email app might have one activity that shows a list of new emails,
another activity to compose an email, and another activity for reading
emails. Although the activities work together to form a cohesive user
experience in the email app, each one is independent of the others. As
such, a different app can start any one of these activities (if the email app
allows it). For example, a camera app can start the activity in the email
app that composes new mail, in order for the user to share a picture.
An activity is implemented as a subclass of Activity and you can learn
more about activity lifecycle in the next unit.

Services
A service is a component that runs in the background to perform longrunning operations or to perform work for remote processes. A service
does not provide a user interface. For example, a service might play
music in the background while the user is in a different app, or it might
fetch data over the network without blocking user interaction with an
activity. Another component, such as an activity, can start the service and
let it run or bind to it in order to interact with it.
A service is implemented as a subclass of Service and you can learn more
about it in the Services developer guide.

Content providers
A content provider manages a shared set of app data. You can store the
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data in the file system, SQLite database, on the web, or any other
persistent storage location your app can access. Through the content
provider, other apps can query or even modify the data (if the content
provider allows it). For example, the Android system provides a content
provider that manages the user's contact information. As such, any app
with the proper permissions can query part of the content provider (such
as contact data) to read and write information about a particular person.
Content providers are also useful for reading and writing data that is
private to your app and not shared. For example, the Note Pad sample app
uses a content provider to save notes.
A content provider is implemented as a subclass of ContentProvider and
must implement a standard set of APIs that enable other apps to perform
transactions. For more information, see the Content Providers developer
guide.

Broadcast receivers
A broadcast receiver is a component that responds to system-wide
broadcast announcements. Many broadcasts originate from the system—
for example, a broadcast announcing that the screen has turned off, the
battery is low, or a picture was captured. Apps can also initiate
broadcasts—for example, to let other apps know that some data has been
downloaded to the device and is available for them to use. Although
broadcast receivers don't display a user interface, they may create a status
bar notification to alert the user when a broadcast event occurs. More
commonly, though, a broadcast receiver is just a "gateway" to other
components and is intended to do a very minimal amount of work. For
instance, it might initiate a service to perform some work based on the
event.

Unit summary
The objective of this study unit was to introduce the architecture of
Android. In the first part of this study unit, we discuss about the different
types of layers of Android operating system and the role of each layer
with functionalities. Further, it discussed about the three types of mobile
applications: native, web and hybrid. The rest of the unit discussed about
the fundamental components of an Android application.
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Unit 3
Activity lifecycle
Introduction
In this unit you will be exploring the Activity Lifecycle of an Android
application. After an introduction to Activity, Activity life cycle and life
cycle methods are discussed. By watching the screen cast developed for
this particular unit, you will get a better understanding of how activity
lifecycle works. The demonstration on how to determine the inter-process
dependencies at runtime will also be further explained in the screencast.
Upon completion of this unit you will be able to:
▪ Sketch the activity life cycle diagram and identify the components.
▪ List the status of the activity life cycle and describe each status related
to the working mobile application.
Outcomes

▪ Explain the process of the activity life cycle, foreground, visible,
background and empty processes.

activity:

Activity is an application component that provides
a screen with which users can interact

life cycle:

journey of an Activity passing through different
stages of life

Terminology

3.1 What is an Activity in Android?
An Activity in Android is an application component that provides a
screen with which users can interact in order to do something, such as
dial the phone, take a photo, send an email, or view a map as explained in
the previous unit. Each activity is given a window in which to draw its
user interface. The window typically fills the screen, but may be smaller
than the screen and float on top of other windows.
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When you open an application, the very first screen that appears in front
of you, is called a default Activity (or Main Activity). There can be more
than one loosely coupled Activities in your application. Generally, as the
complexity of an application increases, the need of number of Activities
increases proportionally.

Activity
Activity 3.1
Give an example of an Activity of an Android application

Now you have an idea about what an Activity is. Let us look into more
details about how Activities are interrelated. An Activity can start another
Activity to perform some actions. If it does so then system stops the
current Activity and preserves it in a stack called activity stack which will
be discussed in the next section.

Activity Stack
Typically, one activity in an application is specified as the "main"
activity, which is presented to the user when launching the application for
the first time. Each activity can then start another activity in order to
perform different actions. Each time a new activity starts, the previous
activity is stopped, but the system preserves the activity in a stack called
activity stack or "back stack". It is illustrated in the Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Activity Stack
When a new activity starts, it is pushed into the back stack and takes user
focus. The back stack abides to the basic "last in, first out" stack
mechanism, so that when the user is done with the current activity and
presses the Back button, it is popped from the stack and the previous
activity resumes. The old activities are destroyed by the OS to free up
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memory. But activity stack keeps activity reference and re-launch an
activity when needed.

Activity
Activity 3.2
Draw and briefly explain, how each new activity in a task adds an item to
the back stack by referring to the following link.
https://developer.android.com/guide/components/tasks-and-backstack.html
Hint: You can consider three activities at a time and progress between
them
Once an activity is launched, it goes through a lifecycle called Activity
Lifecycle; a term that refers to the steps the activity progresses through as
the user (and operating system) interacts with it.

3.2 What is an Activity Lifecycle?
From its creation to its conclusion, an Activity goes through many stages
of its life such as start, pause, resume, stop, etc. This journey of Activity
passing through different stages of life called lifecycle of the Activity.
Every stage of the Activity lifecycle has a specific method associated to
it, called call-back method. When an Activity stops and another starts, it
means a call-back method is called for each Activity. The lifecycle of an
Activity is managed by the Android run time system.
Generally, an Activity can remain in following four states:
•

If an activity is in the foreground of the screen (at the top
of the stack), it is active or running.

If an activity has lost focus but is still visible (that is, a new non-full-sized
or transparent activity has focus on top of your activity), it is paused. A
paused activity is completely alive (it maintains all state and member
information and remains attached to the window manager), but can be
killed by the system in extreme low memory situations.
•

If an activity is completely obscured by another activity,
it is stopped. It still retains all state and member
information, however, it is no longer visible to the user
so its window is hidden and it will often be killed by the
system when memory is needed elsewhere.
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•

If an activity is paused or stopped, the system can drop
the activity from memory by either asking it to finish, or
simply killing its process. When it is displayed again to
the user, it must be completely restarted and restored to
its previous state.

•

Figures 3.2 depicts the state diagrams to represent the
different stages of the Activity lifecycle with different
call-back methods.

Figure 3.2: A simplified illustration of Activity Lifecycle

(Source: http://developer.android.com/training/basics/activitylifecycle/starting.html)

Video-V4: Android Application Fundamentals
Let us watch this video and understand the android activity life cycle that
moves to each state and respond to different call-back methods. This
video will give you a detailed explanation of an Activity, Activity
lifecycle, use of back-stack and the different call-back methods of
Activity Lifecycle.
URL: https://tinyurl.com/y7czgm5f

Figure 3.3 illustrates the loops and the paths of an activity that might take
place between states.
The rectangles represent the call-back methods you can implement to
perform operations when the activity transitions between states. You can
see that when a process is killed and the user navigates back to onCreate()
method.
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Figure 3.3: Activity Lifecycle

(Source:http://developer.android.com/guide/components/activities.html)
Now you have learnt the Activity Lifecycle and its states. Next, we are
going to discuss how these states will be implemented as methods.

Activity Lifecycle Methods
The Android system defines a lifecycle for activities via predefined
lifecycle methods. The following Table 3.1 is showing each lifecycle
call-back method with details such as name of the method, description
of the method, what method is called after the specified method, method
is killable or not, etc.
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Table 3.1: A summary of the activity lifecycle's call-back methods

Methods

Description

Killable
after?

Next

onCreate()

Called when the activity is first
created. This is where you should do
all of your normal static set up such
as create views, bind data to lists,
and so on.

No

onStart()

onRestart()

Called after the activity has been
stopped, just prior to it being started
again.

No

onStart()

onStart()

Called just before the
becomes visible to the user.

activity

No

onResume()
or onStop()

onResume()

Called just before the activity starts
interacting with the user. At this point
the activity is at the top of the activity
stack.

No

onPause()

onPause()

Called when the system is about to
start resuming another activity.

Yes

onResume()
or onStop()

onStop()

Called when the activity is no longer
visible to the user. This may happen
because it is being destroyed, or
because another activity (either an
existing one or a new one) has been
resumed and is covering it.

Yes

onStart() or
onDestroy()

onDestroy()

Called before the activity is
destroyed. This is the final call that
the activity will receive

Yes

Nothing

(Source:http://developer.android.com/guide/components/activities.html)
Within the lifecycle call-back methods, you can declare how your activity
behaves when the user leaves and re-enters the activity. For example, if
you're building a streaming video player, you might pause the video and
terminate the network connection when the user switches to another app.
When the user returns, you can reconnect to the network and allow the
user to resume the video from the same spot.
To get the detailed information of working of an Activity, pursue the
following link:
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http://developer.android.com/guide/components/activities.html
With the understating of the Activities, Activity Lifecycle and call-back
methods, we can discuss how these Activities are managed in the
Android application.

Managing Activities in the application
All Android applications started by the user are remained in memory,
which makes restarting applications faster. But in reality the available
memory on an Android device is limited. To manage these limited
resources the Android system is allowed to terminate running processes
or recycling Android components.
As stated earlier Android applications run within instances of the Dalvik
virtual machine with each virtual machine being viewed by the operating
system as a separate process. If the system identifies that resources on the
device are reaching capacity it will take steps to terminate processes to
free up its memory.
If the Android system needs to free up resources it follows logic. Every
process gets a priority. If the Android system needs to terminate
processes it follows the priority system. You will learn the Android
process states and priority system in next section.

3.3 What are the Android process states?
When deciding as to which process to terminate in order to free up
memory, the system consider both the priority and state of all currently
running processes. It is considered by Google as an important hierarchy.
Processes are then terminated starting with the lowest priority and
working up the hierarchy until sufficient resources have been liberated
for the system to function. As outlined in Figure 3.4, a process can be in
one of the following five states at any given time of priority.

Figure: 3.4: Android process states and priority levels
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Let us explain the priority levels more in details below.

Foreground Process
These processes are assigned the highest level of priority. It is one that is
required for what the user is currently doing. Various application
components can cause its containing process to be considered foreground
in different ways. A process is considered to be in the foreground if any
of the following conditions hold:
●
●
●
●
●

Hosts an activity with which the user is currently interacting.
Hosts a Service connected to the activity with which the user is
interacting.
Hosts a Service that has indicated, via a call to startForeground(),
that termination would be disruptive to the user experience.
Hosts a Service executing either its onCreate(), onResume() or
onStart() callbacks.
Hosts a Broadcast Receiver that is currently executing its
onReceive() method.

Visible Process
It is a process containing an activity that is visible to the user but is not
the activity with which the user is interacting. Such a process is
considered extremely important and will not be killed unless doing so is
required to keep all foreground processes running. This may occur, for
example, if the foreground Activity is displayed as a dialog that allows
the previous Activity to be seen behind it.

Service Process
A process that contain a Service that has already been started and is
currently executing is called a service process. However, these processes
are not directly visible to the user. These processes are generally doing
things that the user cares about such as background mp3 playback or
background network data upload or download. The system will always
keep such processes running unless there is not enough memory to retain
all foreground and visible processes.

Background Process
It is a process that contains one or more activities that are not currently
visible to the user, and does not host a Service that qualifies for Service
Process status. These processes have no direct impact on the user
experience. Provided they implement their Activity life-cycle correctly,
the system can kill such processes at any time to reclaim memory for one
of the three previous processes types.
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Empty Process
Empty processes no longer contain any active application component.
They are held in memory ready to serve as hosts for newly launched
applications. Such processes are, obviously, considered to be the lowest
priority and are the first to be killed to free up resources.

Activity
Activity 3.3
Select True/False statements
You can select A) True or B) False for the following statements
1. There is no guarantee that an activity will be stopped prior to being
destroyed.
2. During an activity lifecycle, onStart() is the first callback method
invoked by the system.
3. Finish() method is used to close an activity.
4. Once the onStop() method is called, the activity is no longer visible.
5. When onPause() method is called in an activity, another activity gets
into the foreground state.
Hint check your answers with Answer guide at the end of this unit.
Now you have learnt how activities are managed. The situation of
deciding the highest priority process is sometimes complex than outlined
in the previous section since that processes can often be inter-dependent.
Inter-Process Dependencies are explained further in the following
section.

Inter-Process Dependencies
Android system will also take into consideration that whether the process
is in some way serving another process of higher priority. Likewise, when
deciding as to the priority of a process the system consider interdependencies.
For instance, consider a service process acting as the content provider for
a foreground process. The Android documentation states that a process
can never be ranked lower than another process if it is currently serving a
foreground process. Thus, the systems manage the activities and memory
facilitating fast running applications.
(Source: https://developer.android.com/training/articles/memory.html )
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Unit summary
Mobile applications are common in day to day life. For instance, we can
recall some of them as Calculator app, Date and activity schedule app,
Map finding etc. All these application components provides a screen for
user to interact and perform something with the mobile device. Those
components are made of multiple activities providing various user
interfaces. In this unit we described what an activity is and the activity
lifecycle in a mobile application.
Activity lifecycle has few states and those states depend on the process
states of it changes based on pre-defined priority levels. Moreover,
activity lifecycle has methods which can be called upon wherever
necessary. The rest of unit discussed the basics of how to build and use an
activity.
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